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“Clearly communicated goals can support all
three brain networks by helping students know
what they are supposed to do, how to do it and
why it is important. Students who understand
the goals of their schoolwork are more likely to
stay focused, monitor themselves successfully,
and derive satisfacntion from their progress.”

Rose, D. and Meyer, A. (2002) Teaching Every Student in the
Digital Age: Universal Design for Learning (p.88)

UDL says:
•Design your course so that students learn what you want them
to learn
•Design your course so that students practice the skills you want
them to develop
•Design your assessments (assignments, exams) so that student
work tells you whether students have reached your goals

How do you do this?
Design your course “backwards” from where you want
students to finish the class, that is, from your course
outcomes.

Imagine what those
results might look like
• What should
students know and
be able to do by
the end of the
course?
• What can students
transfer to other
courses and life
beyond university?

Identify desired
results (outcomes)

• How can you tell
whether students
are proficient?
• What other
indicators of
student progress
can you look for
along the way?

• What knowledge or
skills will students
need to complete
their tasks?
• How can I make this
more accessible?
• What activities will
help students
practice?
• What options for
demonstrating
knowledge can I
offer?

Design activities and
assignments

Writing Learning Outcomes
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Learning Outcomes
Learning outcomes are specific and observable statements of
what you expect students to have learned (to know or be able to
do) at the end of a course
1. Specific and clear

2. Observable – students can demonstrate knowledge/skills
3. Most classes will have 3-5 major outcomes

Why have learning outcomes?
Engagement
◦ Clarify expectations for students, explain how those connect to
course goals and larger goals
◦ Build and communicate sequenced activities and readings
designed to promote achievement of outcomes – explain how a
single assignment fits into the whole
◦ Helps offer feedback that is formative and promotes progress
towards goals

Why have learning outcomes?
Representation
◦ Explicitly (e.g. visually or in assignment instructions)
connect assessments (assignments, exams) to
course outcomes
◦ Helps you give clear instructions that describe what
an excellent assignment would look like
◦ A rubric that outlines the grading scheme and
provides descriptions of what you are looking for
can help link assignments to course goals

Why have learning outcomes?
Expression
◦ Provide loose means toward tight goals: choice of
pathways for students to demonstrate that they
have reached the outcomes
◦ Provide a deeper basis for goal-setting and selfassessment of progress towards key outcomes by
clearly identifying how students can demonstrate
their understanding

Goal-setting at different levels
For all levels:
•Establish clear goals and criteria for evaluation
Introductory level:
•Break assignments into steps with opportunities for feedback at each step
Intermediate level:
•Offer several check-in points that outline a structure for completing the assignment.
•Offer general feedback on areas of misunderstanding or review of important information/skills
Advanced level:
•Ask students to create a plan. Plans can be shared with fellow students or discussed individually
•Create one or two “check in points” where students can identify problems and strategize solutions
using your feedback or peer feedback based on evaluation criteria

3 Steps:
1. Make a list of what you want students to be able to do and/or
demonstrate knowledge of at the end of the course. Try to keep
the items specific and observable.
2. Consider what level of achievement you expect for each item on
the list (e.g. beginning; intermediate; proficient), and whether
students will be expected to achieve it with or without aids (e.g.
dictionary, reference guide, etc.)
3. For each item, choose a verb that describes the observable level
of achievement you expect, for example “apply formulas,”
“evaluate arguments” or “assess validity of experimental designs.”

Bloom’s taxonomy
By understanding the
level of cognition you
are expecting, you can
choose appropriate
verbs to describe how
students will
demonstrate their
knowledge

Draft an outcome! (In Ukrainian)
1.

Choose one area of your course where you want students to be able to do and/or
demonstrate knowledge of at the end of the course. Try to keep the items specific and
observable.

2.

Consider what level of achievement you expect for each item on the list (e.g. beginning;
intermediate; proficient), and whether students will be expected to achieve it with or
without aids (e.g. dictionary, reference guide, etc.)

3.

Choose a verb that describes the observable level of achievement you expect, for example
“apply formulas,” “evaluate arguments” or “assess validity of experimental designs.”

4.

You have an outcome! Get feedback from someone near you.
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Backward Design
S TA R T F R O M W H E R E YO U WA N T S T U D E N T S TO B E AT T H E E N D O F YO U R C O U R S E

Backward design in three steps:
1. Identify your learning outcomes for the course
2. Start with your learning outcomes and think about what
students will need to learn and to do to reach them

3. Design your course and assessments/grading so that:
◦
◦
◦

Course materials support achieving your outcomes
Assignments/exams allow students to demonstrate progress
and get feedback on their progress towards your outcomes
Assignments/exams give YOU information on how well students
are progressing towards your outcomes

Imagine what those
results might look like
• What should
students know and
be able to do by
the end of the
course?
• What can students
transfer to other
courses and life
beyond university?

Identify desired
results (outcomes)

• How can you tell
whether students
are proficient?
• What other
indicators of
student progress
can you look for
along the way?

• What knowledge or
skills will students
need to complete
their tasks?
• How can I make this
more accessible?
• What activities will
help students
practice?
• What options for
demonstrating
knowledge can I
offer?

Design activities and
assignments

Using Outcomes to Shape a Course
Keeping in mind the outcomes you have drafted,
◦ What content will help you address those
outcomes?
◦ What does good student performance on those
outcomes look like?
◦ What practice is necessary to promote proficiency?

Example:
Olena is teaching a class on government.
The textbook gives information on types of government organization
and structures.
In her lectures, Olena gives examples of how these structures
operate.

On the final exam, Olena is disappointed that students are not able
to read a case study and propose a solution to a structural problem
in government.
What can we tell Olena?

Answer:
We can tell Olena that her course materials are at the level of
remembering and understanding, but she is asking students to apply and
analyze without enough practice within the course.
Solutions?
Adjust the exam to that is corresponds to the course materials OR
Give in-class excercises or homeworks where students must apply terms
and analyze case studies. Make sure students practice presenting their
analysis of a case study as they would on an exam. Give feedback that
helps them reach the level of analysis that she is expecting.

Example:
Taras is teaching an advanced American history class. Students read
and discuss works by historians analyzing American involvement in
international conflicts. In class, they read leading authors and review
theories and compare how the historians approach analyzing evidence.
The only grade for the class is a long research paper due the last day of
class, in which students must find three authors who analyze a conflict
not covered in class and argue which author proposes the best analysis.
Taras is disappointed with the students because their papers do not
choose leading authors in these areas, have poor writing organization
and skills, and focus on the quality of the evidence presented, not on
how the authors use theory and evidence to build an argument.
What can we tell Taras?

Answer:
We can tell Taras that the course materials and activities led students to believe
he was looking for a comparison of approaches to analyzing evidence and a
discussion of theory among authors he chose. They may not have understood:
1. How to tell whether a study is the “top” study in a field, because students did
not have to turn in a list of sources ahead of time, or discuss them with him
or peers
2. What factors, besides quality of evidence, make an argument the ‘best,’
because he chose high quality examples but did not focus on why
3. His expectations for organization, argumentation and clarity of writing in
their essays. They had no practice or feedback in this area in the course, and
also did not analyze and critique author arguments in the class.

Planning chart
For the outcome you wrote before, fill out the boxes on the planning chart.
Outcome

How do students
practice so they
can achieve the
outcome?

Where and how
often is progress
evaluated and how
is feedback given?

How are students
made aware of the
relationship
between
coursework and
their achievement
of the outcome?

How is
achievement of
this outcome
demonstrated and
assessed?

Questions about this process?
Outcome

How do students
practice so they
can achieve the
outcome?

Where and how
often is progress
evaluated and how
is feedback given?

How are students
made aware of the
relationship
between
coursework and
their achievement
of the outcome?

How is
achievement of
this outcome
demonstrated and
assessed?

Grading as part of course design
•Assignments should be opportunities for students to practice and/or
demonstrate progress towards achieving course outcomes
•Check that your assignments “align” with course outcomes – do they give
you (and students) information about progress towards course outcomes?
Based on student assignments/exams, will you be able to say whether
students have demonstrated the expected knowledge and skills?
•Grades should help students self-assess their progress towards course
goals

Questions? Examples?

Upcoming short workshops
Each 1-hour workshop (17:00-18:00) will have practical advice/examples:
1. March 8 Promoting Learner Self-awareness
2. March 15 Helping Students Prepare for Class
3. March 21 Effective Class Discussion
4. March 26 Grading Schemes: Rubrics/specs grading/contract grading

